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Introduction

It is generally expected that New Physics (NP) will manifest 
itself at colliders such as the LHC and the ILC (International 
e+e- Linear Collider).

The NP effects will be observed either directly, as in the case 
of new particle production, e.g., Z’ and vector W’ bosons, 
SUSY or Kaluza-Klein (KK) resonances, or indirectly through 
deviations of observables (cross sections and asymmetries) 
from SM predictions.



In the case of indirect discovery many different NP
Scenarios may lead to the same or very similar
experimental signatures.

There are many different NP scenarios predicting 
new particle exchanges which can lead to 
Contact Interaction (CI) below direct production 
threshold. 

Here we develop a technique based on the 
center-edge asymmetry which offers a way 
to identify tensor (graviton) exchange both in 
ADD scenario in                            at the LHC.Xllpp 



A fifth dimension?  Some History:

 Finnish physicist Nordstrom 
showed in 1914 that gravity 
and electromagnetism could 
be unified in a single theory 
with 5 dimensions

• However, this theory 
incorporated Nordstrom’s
theory of gravity – in 
competition with Einstein’s
at the time - and was largely
ignored

Gunnar Nordstrom
1881-1923



A fifth dimension?
 Polish mathematician Kaluza showed in 

1919 that gravity and electromagnetism 
could be unified in a single theory with 5 
dimensions – using Einstein’s theory of 
gravity

“The idea of achieving a 
unified theory by means of 
five-dimensional world would 
never have dawned on me…At 
first glance I like your idea 
tremendously”

Theodor Kaluza
1885-1954



The fifth dimension
 Swedish physicist Klein 

proposed in 1926 that the fifth 
dimension was real, but too tiny 
to be observed

 Computed it had a size of
0.000000000000000000000000000001 
centimeters

to unify gravity with 
electromagnetism

“Klein’s paper is beautiful 
and impressive”

Oskar Klein
1894-1977



•

ADD scenario: Gravity in "large“ compactified
extra dimensions (gauge hierarchy)
• Gravity only can propagate in the
full 4+N space

• Virtual exchange of the graviton KK excitation states is governed by
the effective Lagrangian (similar to dim-8 CI):

where MH is the cut-off
(convention of Hewett),

scale
λ = ± 1.

• Introduce UV cut-off when summing over KK states:
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(Arkani-Hamed-Dimopoulos-Dvali:1998)



pp Xl l  
SM:

Graviton exchange signatures in ADD scenario:

qq ,Z l l   

qq G , gg Gl l l l      

Feynman diagrams for dilepton production at leading order in the ADD model

A different approach was given in ADD model which proposes the size of the extra
dimensions could be roughly at millimeter and at the TeV scale that leads to
possible observation at the LHC 



ATLAS search summary
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Limits on the ADD model



To estimate the discovery reach of graviton towers in the ADD model one can 
use the invariant mass distributions of lepton pairs that have significantly different 
behavior in the SM and the ADD model

Effects of extra dimensions on the dilepton mass spectrum at the LHC. Histograms shows the spectrum 
in the SM model as well as in the ADD scenario with cutoff Ms=6 TeV and different number of extra 
dimensions (d=3,6) at the LHC.



Discovery reach
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The results of the  analysis are demonstrated in Fig. 2 In particular, Fig. 2 shows discovery reach on 
cutoff scale Ms at 95 % C.L. for d=3 and d=6 as a function of integrated luminosity  at the LHC



•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Composite models
Heavy Z’ exchanges
Scalar and vector leptoquarks
Sneutrino exchange
Anomalous Gauge Couplings (AGC) 
Exchange of gauge boson KK towers
Virtual KK graviton exchange (ADD) 
etc.

Of course, there may be many other sources of CI from NP
gravitymodels as yet undiscovered, as was the low-scale

scenario only several years ago.
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Various New Physics possibilities



CentreCentre--Edge Asymmetry AEdge Asymmetry ACECE
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ACE in CI and Ext. Dim. scenarios



Angular distributions



Center-edge asymmetry ACE
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Center-edge asymmetry Ace as a function of kinematical parameter Z* in the SM and ADD scenario 



Identification reach
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Discovery (gray band) and identification (hatched) reaches on Ms (in TeV) at 95% as a function of 
integrated luminosity for different number of extra dimensions (d=3-6) at the LHC with 14 TeV



Conclusions
 By considering the present and future LHC energy regimes, we

reanalyse the potential of the LHC to discover the effects of large
extra dimensions and to discriminate between various theoretical
models. 

 Specifically, in latter case we explore the capability of the LHC to
distinguish spin-2 Kaluza-Klein towers of gravitons exchange from
other new physics effects which might be conveniently parametrized
by the four-fermion contact interactions. Centre-edge asymmetry 
provides unique graviton exchange signature in lepton pair 
production at the LHC energies

 We find that the LHC with planned energy 14 TeV and luminosity
100 fb−1 will be capable of discovering (and identifying) graviton
exchange effects in the large extra dimensions with the cutoff
parameter of order MS = 6.2 TeV (4.8 TeV) for d = 6 and MS = 8.8 
TeV (6.8 TeV) for d = 3.



Thanks for your attention!


